
PROGRAMME LEARNING OUTCOME:

 Discuss the major theories and concepts of political science and its subfields.
 Demonstrate critical thinking, including the ability to form an argument, detect

fallacies about key issues of public policy and politics.
 Analyze contemporary problems in the countries under consideration in light of the

conceptual frameworks presented in class.

ATTAINMENT OF PROGRAMME OUTCOME

 List the differences between scholarly and popular publications in political science
 Use library search tools to identify scholarly articles on country-specific government

institutions and state systems.
 Deliver thoughtful and well articulated presentations of local, national issues and

global affairs.
 Use the Internet and library search tools to find sites on government, international

organizations, and newspapers.

Course Specific Outcome
1. Comparative Politics
Course specific Outcome:
An analysis of the institutions, Political behavior, ideas and culture of different political systems.

Attainment of course specific Outcome:

Using theories and methodology of comparative analysis within the discipline of Political
science.

2. International Relations

Course specific Outcome:

Demonstrate an understanding of: the key historical events which shaped the international
system in the 20th century, the basic structures of the contemporary international system; and
the key actors, institutions and their functions.
Discuss the main international relations theories, and the values implicit in each of these
different ways of looking at the world, thus giving them the tools necessary to understand the
day-to-day events.

Attainment of course specific Outcome:

Analyse articles of varying complexity on international topics.
Locate resources on international politics through library resources as well as those available
on the World Wide Web.

Assess the arguments and evidence surrounding a controversial issue in world politics.



3. Indian Government and Politics:

Course specific Outcome:

Discuss and evaluate the institutional structure and operations of the major national and state
political institutions. Understand how they responded to demands for access and
participation by caste, ethnic, and other minorities.

Analyze the strengths and weakness of Indian political processes, both in terms of their
effectiveness in responding to public policy needs and to retain constitutional protections.

Analyze the Indian political system in terms of its adherence to democratic principles of
access to government, protection of minority group rights, respect for the rule of law, and
limited government

Attainment of course specific Outcome:

Understand and critique the constitutional design of India.
Demonstrate the official websites of different governmental and official websites and
repositories of different institutions.

Debate and discuss about the policy formulations and their effects in daily life.

4.Political theory and thought:

Course specific Outcome:

Distinguish systematic normative inquiry from other kinds of inquiry within the discipline of
political science.
Identify the most important contributors to modern Western political thought and explain
why their contributions are important.

Explain the central concepts in modern Western political thought

Attainment of course specific Outcome:

Demonstrate the ability to apply abstract theory to concrete problems by using the ideas of
political theorists to address contemporary social issues such as affirmative action, Autonomy,
Gender, and capital punishment.

5. Public Administration:

Course specific Outcome:



Demonstrate the definitional and factual knowledge necessary for understanding what public
administrators actually do and how they do it. Identify and describe the major theories of
public organizations, and bureaucratic behaviour.
Demonstrate knowledge of the institutional, political and ethical context within which public
services are delivered in the India.

Identify and apply key provisions of the Constitution and public laws as they pertain to the
powers of States and the Central Government.

Attainment of course specific Outcome:

Apply diverse frames of reference to decisions and actions and develop framework to analyze
complex public policy.

GE Courses being taught at UG Level :

1. Indian Political System and
2. Human Rights, Gender and Environment.

6. Indian Political System (GE):

Its an analysis of making of India’s Constitution, role of State and Society Politics in
India, role of Caste, Religion, Language, Regionalism and Communalism. India’s elections,
electoral reforms and ideologies of party System.

7.Human Rights, Gender and Environment:

The subject discusses social issues like Gender, minority issues and class disparity.
Meaning of Human Rights, Feminism and Constitutional position of women and environment
policy in India.

8. Skill Courses being taught at UG Level:

Legislative Support

Public Opinion and Survey Research

Democratic Awareness with legal literacy

Peace and Conflict studies

These courses analyse the applicability and the role of different legal, civil and
administrative laws. Students are required to visit various agencies like Women’s
commission, police stations, courts etc.



To introduce the student community with legislative processes in India at Union and
Provincial levels: acquaint them with the powers and functions of the legislation: and provide
them with the knowledge of elementary skills for understanding legislative functioning.


